Township 1 South, Range 9 West

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chains</th>
<th>Latitude 43° 27' 0&quot; N.</th>
<th>Longitude 125° 43.3' W.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The mean magnetic declination is 20° 58' E.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dependent Resurvey of the Base Line, Portion of S. 1/4 Y.
T. 1 N., R. 9 W.

(Restoring the 1856 survey by Samuel E. Snowdon and the 1884 Resurvey by Henry Haldrum)

Beginning at the corner of Sections 31 and 32 only, on the S. bdy. of T. 1 N., R. 9 W., determined from the original bearing trees, recorded and resurveyed by the Oregon State Board of Forestry with an iron post, 1/2 ins. diam., protruding 3 ins. above ground, firmly set, in a mound of stone, 3 ft. base, to top, with 3 in. bronze cap and:
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from which the original bearing trees:

- A hemlock snag, 36 ins. diam., bears N. 52° 16' E., 61 lks. dist., with scribe marks NEW T W BT visible on burned and opened double blazes.

- A hemlock snag, 16 ins. diam., bears S. 72° E., 44 lks. dist., with scribe marks NW T W BT visible on burned and opened double blazes. (Record bearing S. 75° 16' E.; the marks on this tree were reported destroyed in the 1893 retracement by Frank H. Sharp).

- A hemlock snag, 25 ins. diam., bears S. 16° W., 38 lks. dist., with scribe marks NW T W BT visible on burned and opened double blazes. (Record bearing S. 22° W.; the marks on this tree were reported destroyed in the 1893 retracement by Frank H. Sharp).

- A hemlock snag, 35 ins. diam., bears W. 20° 16' W., 35 lks. dist., with scribe marks NEW T W BT visible on burned and opened double blazes.

and trees marked by the Oregon State Board of Forestry in 1956:

- An alder, 10 ins. diam., bears N. 30° E., 74 lks. dist., bark scribed TIN RSW 332 BT.

-下半年 stump, 56 ins. diam., bears W. 87° W., 23 lks. dist., with scribe marks TIN RSW 331 BT RE 359 visible on unhealed blazes.

Add marks RSW 1959 to the bronze cap and mark a new bearing tree:

- An alder, 7 ins. diam., bears N. 66° W., 36 lks. dist., bark scribed TIN RSW 331 BT.

The corner falls at the N. side of a rotted log, 3 ft. diam.

S. 89° 35' W., along the S. bdy. of Section 31, marking and blazing the true line.